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aka ‘LLD’



LLD ==
the web is for
sharing data
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WWIC => the web *isn’t*

•a radio

•a tv

•a newspaper

•an encyclopedia

•a librarian



WWIC => the web *is*

a way 
to

share
opinions and expertise



thoughtful platforms
for

opinions and expertise



if you’re building
a website,

ask yourself



“How can people
use it

to share
their

opinions and expertise
about my stuff?”



WWIC

http://www.ftrain.com/wwic.html



LLD
linked library data



use URIs as names for things
use HTTP URIs

provide useful information
include links to other URIs

http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html



an example
of

what we used to build





an example
of

what we we build now



Rembrandt at
artic.edu

authority record at OCLC

Here is a sample of how different cultural heritage institutions 
represent the famous artist Rembrandt on the web.  The museum’s 
page at right shows an example item by the artist with some 
description.  The authority record at left shows a lot of useful 
information including identifiers and name form variations.  These 
pages do not link to each other.  In this case, I did not find them using 
Google.





who’s linking
to my stuff

in wikipedia?



Rembrandt in linkypedia

In this case, I found these two pages using linkypedia (リンキピディア).  
linkypedia is a software project started by Ed Summers.  To use 
linkypedia, you give it a list of sites you care about, like you library’s 
website or a museum website, and it crawls Wikipedia to find links 
from article pages to your sites.  In this case I gave linkypedia a list of 
libraries and museums I have visited.  It found several museum sites’ 
pages linked to from the Wikipedia page for “Rembrandt”.  It also 
found a link to the name authority record for Rembrandt that is 
published by OCLC in its Linked Authority File online.



Rembrandt from linkypedia

This image collage shows the different pages linked to from the 
linkypedia page.  It starts with the linkypedia resource and the 
authority record from OCLC in the background, and has images from 
the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Art Institute of 
Chicago, and the National Gallery of Art in Washington. It emphasizes 
how the links in linkypedia and wikipedia can bring together 
resources from disparate locations.  But something’s missing here.  
We can do more with our own library data.



Picasso: name variants, search links

I added this page to linkypedia to make more use of the name 
authority record.  Here you see name variations from the authority 
record, a link to an LCCN search in Google, and links to search several 
famous cultural heritage institutions as well as general search 
engines.



Picasso from more than linkypedia

This image collage shows a sample of the broader results we can find 
when following these links from the name forms.  It includes pages 
from the Virtual International Authority File (VIAF), an Israeli museum 
site, and the NDL.  Actually, the page added to linkypedia with name 
forms is partly similar in function to the VIAF page.



platform for
following your nose

to cool stuff



lovely, but



WWIC?



if we stop here 
we’re missing something



how can people 
use this 
to share

opinion and expertise
?



LLD
needs

feedback mechanisms



comments?
voting?
q&a?
edits?



i tried
edits

using version control



w/MeSH



MeSH Browser



static
up-to-date

opaque URIs
read-only



3 years of MeSH history as version-control-backed LLD





dynamic
up-to-date, plus history
(mappably) cool URIs

read/write



cloneable
forkable

editable locally
pushable
mergable
etc.able



not all roses



uninteresting diffs
awkward file names
lots of files per dir
serialization issues



but lots of possibilities



anybody could
add

comments



anybody could 
clone for
local use



anybody could
fork

and submit patches



but



who would
share

opinions and expertise?





who would
share

opinions and expertise?



same people as do now



Vegans!



well,
Vegans and catalogers.



we do this work now in 
private,

proprietary
systems



take
back-room systems

and 
put them on the web

or, at least, output from them



use URIs as names for things
use HTTP URIs

provide useful information
include links to other URIs

http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html



mix in
versioning,

commenting
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the web is forsharing data
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thanks!

@dchud


